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Abstract – The severe slugging flow is always challenging in oil & gas production, especially for the current offshore based production. The slugging flow can cause a lot of potential problems, such as those relevant to production safety, fatigue as well as capability. As one typical phenomenon in multi-phase flow dynamics, the slug can be avoided or eliminated by proper facility design and control of operational conditions. Based on a testing facility which can emulate a pipeline-riser or a gas-lifted production well in a scaled-down manner, this paper experimentally studies the correlations of key operational parameters with severe slugging flows. These correlations are reflected through an obtained stable surface in the parameter space, which is a natural extension of the bifurcation plot. The maximal production opportunity without compromising the stability is also studied. Relevant studies have already showed that the capability, performance and efficiency of anti-slug control can be dramatically improved if these stable surfaces can be experimentally determined beforehand.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To keep the production process safe and optimal is one of the main focus areas in the offshore oil & gas industry. Due to the harsh weather and ocean conditions, some unexpected operating conditions may happen, which can lead to undesired flow regimes in the production processes. One typical challenging issue is the slugging flow problem, and it could occur in any of the multi-phase flow segments; from the production well, through transport pipelines, to the riser segment before the fluids enter the first-stage separator. The slug directly causes varying flow rates and pressures in the system either periodically or semi-periodically, correspondingly the production rate will be significantly reduced with regards to the safety issues. Sometimes, these fluctuations can cause the system to emergently shut down. Furthermore, some typical consequences of having these oscillations consist of: liquid overflow and high pressure in the separators, overload on gas compressors, fatigue caused by repeating impact, high frictional pressure drop, low production, and production slop [1]. The elimination or reduction of severe slug in the offshore oil & gas production is therefore of big economic interest.

There are several different facility-based causes of slugging flow, where the riser-induced slug is a severe slug type. As shown in Fig. 1, the periodic slugging
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behavior out of a vertical riser pipeline can be induced due to the following four stages: (1) Liquid firstly accumulates at the bottom of the riser due to different densities. (2) When more gas and liquid enter the system, the pressure increases and the bottom part of riser is blocked with liquid. (3) The following-up gas is blocked, and thereby the pressure is built up and at some point, the pressure is large enough to blow the liquid out of the riser. (4) After the blow-out, the liquid starts to build up at the bottom of the riser again, and the cycle repeats.

Similarly, the severe slug can happen in the production well, especially when the gas-lifting technique is used to promote the well’s production rate. As shown in Fig. 2, in the gas-lifting well, two choke valves are often available for control purpose; one is at the (topside) outlet of the well head, and one is at the gas supply. The severe slug is formed when the casing head pressure is accumulating until it can overcome the hydrostatic pressure in the well riser and blow-out the liquid in the well riser.

From the control point of view, these induced slugs can potentially be eliminated by manipulating the choke valves, which will naturally change the operating condition and it is regarded as one of the most economic, easy and flexible anti-slug solutions. In a normal configuration, the pipeline-riser facility is equipped with one topside choke valve, while the well facility often equips with both a topside choke valve and a choke valve for the gas-lifting. It should be noticed that the gas-lifting technique can also be employed in a pipeline-riser construction.

The studies of anti-slug control by manipulating these choke valves can be found in many literatures in recent decades. Such as the control of a topside choke valve on the pipeline-riser construction with the knowledge of the bifurcation point of the choke valve opening is investigated in [4]; The stabilization casing-heading instability of gas-lift wells by using feedback control is discussed in [5]; The decreased production by the slug flow and developed control methods which both works for well- and pipeline-riser constructions using the pressure measurement at the bottom of the riser have been reported in [6]. An observer to estimate the bottom pressure from a topside pressure measurement is also developed in [6], due to the fact that the bottom pressure transmitter rarely is available in off-shore installations.

The work in this paper focuses on the exploration of quantitative correlation of key system’s operational parameters with severe slugging flows in an experimental manner, such as to provide potential production optimization by the control of choke valves on a well-pipeline-riser construction. These correlations are reflected through a number of stable surfaces in the parameter space, which is a natural extension of the normal 2-D bifurcation plot. The maximal production opportunity without sacriﬁying this stability is also studied. Relevant studies in [12] have already showed that the capability, performance and efﬁciency of anti-slug choke control can be dramatically improved if these stable surfaces can be determined beforehand.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following order: Section 2 introduces the lab-sized setup which generates the required analysis data; Section 3 describes the state-of-the-art flow and bifurcation mapping; Section 4 introduces a new mapping principle which combines the flow and bifurcation plots. Finally, a conclusion is carried out in section 5.

II. LAB TESTING FACILITY

A lab-sized setup is built in order to study the slugging flow and its control [2-3]. The main objective of this facility is to emulate different flow patterns often happening at the offshore oil and gas production platforms. For instance, it can be properly conﬁgured to emulate a gas-lifting production well [3], or a pipeline-riser [2].

As shown in Fig. 3, this facility consists of horizontal and vertical pipes which simulate a real pipeline-riser system. Water is transported through the pipeline and riser to the choke valve and lead to the separator and then back to the water reservoir to close the loop. Air is injected at the start of the pipeline, transported through the system and let out after the choke valve. The angle of the horizontal pipe can be adjusted from 0º to 20º, and the placement of the air injection can be moved from start of the pipeline to the bottom of the riser to emulate the gas-lifting well instead. The gas injection is connected to a buffer tank to emulate a longer pipeline (for the pipeline-riser scenario) or the casing-heading volume (for the well scenario). More details for this setup can be found in [2-3].

III. FLOW AND BIFURCATION MAPS

Different flow patterns can be analyzed from empirical data operating at steady-state [7-8]. These flow maps indicate which flow pattern is represented in steady-state. The axes of the flow map are normally the superficial velocities of the gas and liquid, respectively. The superficial velocity is the volume flow rate over the area of the cross-section of the pipeline, which can be properly calculated based on the measured mass flow rate or directly measured by proper transmitters. The transmitters in this study are measuring mass flow rate, thus the
conversion equation from mass flow rate to superficial velocity is shown in equation 1.

\[
\frac{\omega_{\text{volume}}}{A_{\text{cross}}} = \frac{\omega_{\text{mass}}}{\rho A_{\text{cross}}} = v
\]

Where \( \rho \) is the density, \( \omega_{\text{mass}} \) is the mass flow rate, \( \omega_{\text{volume}} \) is the volume flow rate, and \( v \) is the superficial velocity.

As already mentioned the flow mapping requires experimental testing but these data are not always available, or sometimes transmitters are not available to provide the required measurement information. Thus a mathematical slug detection method is provided in [9] which has been a principle formulation in the current oil & gas industry, and it is referred to as “Boe Criterion”. Similar work is found in [10], where another criterion, which was successfully verified against experimental data, is also provided. These mathematical equations can be used to estimate an approximate the flow map surface.

To evaluate the topside choke valve’s influence on the system a bifurcation map can be carried out. The Hopf bifurcation occurs in a dynamic system, when the system loses stability due to changes in an independent variable [11], in this system the choke valve opening. For the well or riser-pipeline system, Hopf bifurcation can occur if a change of the valve opening causes the system to become unstable (slug) at an operating point, called the bifurcation point. [3] carried out a bifurcation plot for the emulation of the well using the lab testing facility, see figure 4. It is observed that the plot contains 4 independent bifurcation maps, each with a different gas injection which is emulating the gas-lifting. At the bifurcation point of each mapping the graph divides into two separate lines, indicating a steady pressure changing to an oscillating pressure where the top graph is the maximum pressure and the low graph is the minimum pressure of one slug cycle. It was observed that the bifurcation mapping heavily depends on the gas-lifting, thus a plot of the bifurcation map without considering the gas-lifting will be inaccurate.

A similar experiment has been carried out for the flow map of the well, also emulated by the lab testing facility with different choke valve openings, \( z \), see figure 5. The figure shows that the region mapping of the slugging heavily depends on the choke valve opening. Hence the flow map can only be plotted with a fixed choke valve opening as this is considered being constant in the flow map. The effect of a change in choke valve however reveals to have big influence on the flow map regions.

![Figure 4. 4 bifurcation maps, under four different gas-lifting scenarios. Figure is from [3]](image)

In section IV a new 4D-picture will be studied as this will give the combined picture of both the bifurcation and flow maps.

IV. BOUNDARY SURFACES FOR STABLE FLOWS

The correlation between the flow mapping and the Hopf bifurcation mapping of the choke valve is being carried out by tests on the lab testing facility described in section II.

The first test made is considering the well emulation with a constant liquid injection, but with changing the gas-injection and the topside choke valve opening. The test is illustrated in figure 6. The test results are plotted as the big dots indicated either a stable or unstable (slug) flow. The test result is compared to the Boe Criterion, which is showing close to the same results, but as the gas injection gets bigger or with small opening degrees, Boe Criterion begins to be inaccurate to the real observations. This is the motivation to not solely rely on the state-of-the-art mathematically detection methods, but also use the experimental data to achieve the bifurcation points.

![Figure 5. A flow map of the well emulated on the testing facility. It is observed that the mapping heavily depends on the choke valve opening percentage, \( z \).](image)
The mapping in figure 6 is limited by only having a single constant liquid injection, thus the mapping cannot easily be implemented in a control scheme in reality where the oil and water pumped from the reservoir often vary. Besides, the pressure or flow is not being considered as the flow maps only indicate what flow pattern is occurring under which running conditions as a Boolean. In reality the slugs will be of a more or less severe kind, as well as the stable flow can minimize the production if the back pressure is increased too much. Hence there exist several good reasons to also consider the pressure.

Figure 7 is the new proposed 4D-picture of the emulated well, where the 3 axes are the gas mass flow rate, the liquid mass flow rate, and the choke valve opening percentage. As the visualization map is limited to 3D the color is indicating the last dimension, the average pressure in the bottom of the riser, PT1. The 3D surface is indicating bifurcation point of the region where the stable flow switches to the slug flow pattern. The pressure is measured from the last point where the stable flow pattern occurs, before the slugging occurs. By the use of this 4D-map, the systems flow pattern can be observed no matter which running conditions are acting on the system, as well as the back pressure under a given working area. However, the bottom pressure itself cannot be used as an evaluation parameter for the optimal working area for a control scheme, as a pressure increase also can be caused by an increase in the production rate.

The 4D-picture in figure 8 is similar to the plane in figure 7, but now the color is indicating the average pressure difference over the riser; from the topside choke valve, PT2, to the bottom hole, PT1. The same data set is being used as the test in figure 7. The pressure difference over the riser is equivalent to the production rate in the riser. As the main objective of the controller is to eliminate the slug and meanwhile maximize the production, this 4D-map can be used to find the optimal operation point of both the gas-lifting and the control valve. Besides, with an approximate knowledge of the liquid injection from the well, it is now possible to design a robust boundary, where the surface will not be crossed, hence avoid the slugging flow.
same surface from the same data set, but now the color is indicating the pressure difference over the riser for the slugging region measurement closest to the surface. It is clear that the pressure difference in the entire slugging region is smaller than the stable region. For this reason the slug region will be avoided, thus being used as boundaries for a possible control scheme.

When the surface is used to control the well in an optimal way, the injection knowledge is also known for the pipeline-riser system, which typically is connected to the outlet of the well. As both the pressure difference and gas injection for the gas-lifting are known, this can be used to estimate the injection into the pipeline-riser facility. As the horizontal pipeline length here can be many kilometers the volume can possibly be much bigger than the casing-heading, and the angled connection from the horizontal pipeline at the subsea to the riser can take many different shapes, thus the surface indicating the slug region of the pipeline-riser will be slightly different from the well’s 4D-picture. Figure 10 shows the 4D-surface for the emulated pipeline-riser at the lab testing facility. The surface color is indicating the bottom pressure, PT1. Here both liquid and gas is being injected at the beginning of the pipeline, and not at the bottom of the riser as in the well emulation. The figure surface is showing similarities to the well emulation, but still varies in term of pressure amplitude and surface shape. This is caused by the pipeline angled to the riser connection, where the gas can accumulate over a bigger volume of the pipeline when the slug occurs. This also means that the bigger volume possibly can create more severe slugs as the riser height is the same for both emulations.

To evaluate the production of the pipeline-riser surface, the average pressure difference over the riser is once again being used, see figure 11. The figure shows that the pressure difference at the entire plane is not varying much, however reaching a proper working area on the surface can still improve the pressure difference by up to 5% according to the 4D-picture. As the pressure difference is equivalent to the production, this increase can result in a high production increase, just by using proper boundaries. It also proves that since the gas and liquid injections are partially controllable because of the well connection, the cooperation between the two subsystems can improve the overall performance.

As for the well the 4D-mapping of the pipeline-riser has been compared to the pressure of the slugging region next to the surface, see figure 12. Once again the figure proves that the slug pattern heavily reduces the production. Thus the slug region has to be avoided at first priority, as it can damage the process, but also reduce the production of the process.

Both the well and pipeline-riser 4D-surfaces are showing a big production increase potential by using the right boundaries, as well as a clear picture of where the slug regions are placed. Thus the 4D-surfaces can be used for future control schemes, no matter which of the two subsystems your are considering. It is also shown from figure 9 and 12 that the slug reduces the production, hence it is important not to cross the 4D-surface into the slug region, and with the proposed 4D-mapping this surface is available.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper the study of slug flow has been investigated. Traditionally flow maps and bifurcation maps are being used to understand the performance of the flow patterns in the systems. These maps, however, have the limitations of being correlated and for this reason a new 4D-picture is being examined to get a more clear overall picture of the system’s performance. The 4D-picture is being visualized with a 3D-surface of the three
parameters: Gas flow, Liquid flow, and Valve opening. The surface indicates the bifurcation point at which the stable flow changes to unstable flow. Besides, the color of the surface can indicate either the pressure or flow under the given running conditions. The maps are being carried out by tests from a lab testing facility constructed by [2] and [3]. The experiments prove the importance of the clear system picture as this can both improve the performance of the system by knowing the control input boundaries for the highest production, and give robustness to a controller, as the surface indicating the slug region can be avoided by having the knowledge of the 4D-map.

For a real system, where data for the 4D-map is not available, simulation tools such as OLGA or LedaFlow can be used to simulate the system’s behaviour and hence obtaining the stable surfaces from these simulations. The simulation tools are validated on other testing facilities. As there might be some deviation between these facilities and a real platform, the stable surfaces might also deviate from reality. However this is the best option without having the possibility to test on a real system.

In the 4D-graphs presented in this study the color of the stable surfaces is indicating different pressure measurements. Obviously this can be changed to any measurement available, however the pressure measurement for real pipeline systems is the most commonly used measurement method. Hence the color could also indicate other system behaviours such as the slugging frequency. This possible extension gives the presented visualization many different development opportunities in the future.

For future work the extension of test with the pipeline-riser with gas-lifting could be considered. This would add an additional degree of freedom to the control scheme. However, the gas-lifting is often not available at this point, hence not useful for all platforms. Using the knowledge of the 4D-map will in the future be tested with control schemes developed for the lab testing facility to evaluate the performance of a controller using the 4D-surface as the boundaries of the controller.
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